Social Science for SJC, CPS, Pharm & AH (Med Tech, Tox, Path Ass’t)

Distributed Core Knowledge Bases Learning Goals

St. John’s College (BS, BFA, BA)

- Essential: Social/Psychological dimensions of human behavior, Scientific methods of thinking & their limits
- Processes of Scientific Inquiry, Vincentian value of respect, Catholic Identity
- Catholic/Vincentian Mission, Morality/virtue & pragmatic applications
- Philosophical traditions & concepts, Conceptions of Human nature
- Societal Issues
- Diversity/richness of NYC, Cultural/educational resources

Social Science Choice: ANT, ECO, GEO, GOV, SOC, PSY

Pharmacy & AH: Med Tech, Tox, Path Ass’t, Cytotech (BS)

- Essential: Social/Psychological dimensions of human behavior, Scientific methods of thinking & their limits
- Processes of Scientific Inquiry, Vincentian value of respect, Catholic Identity
- Catholic/Vincentian Mission, Morality/virtue & pragmatic applications
- Philosophical traditions & concepts, Conception of human nature
- Societal Issues
- Diversity/richness of NYC, Cultural/educational resources

Social Science Choice: PSY, SOC, ANT

CPS (BA, BS)

- Essential: Social/Psychological dimensions of human behavior, Individual behavior in various contexts
- Processes of Scientific Inquiry, Scientific methods of thinking & their limits
- Catholic/Vincentian Mission, Vincentian value of respect, Catholic Identity
- Societal Issues
- Diversity/richness of NYC, Cultural/educational resources

Social Science By Program

Suggested: Diversity/richness of NYC, Cultural/educational resources